Congratulations! Enclosed is your new JL Marine Systems Remote Control unit featuring State-of-the-art Mag-Sync™ technology and new double click, Auto Up/Down feature. Two pre-programmed transmitters with Mag-Sync™ technology are included.

Installation;
1) Mount the receiver box in an area not susceptible to submersion or constant drenching. The receiver box should also be mounted in the same general area as the HPU and reversing relay. Mount the receiver so the wires are coming out from under the box on a vertical or horizontal surface. Do not mount the receiver box upside down.
2) Attach the black ground wire directly to the -12v side of the main battery (The same battery the Power-Pole is connected to).
3) Locate the black male/female plugs on the Reversing relay and console switch wiring harness and connect to the mating plugs on the Remote Control box.

Programming Instructions;
Note: Normally the two transmitters and receiver are matched prior to shipping therefore the following instructions would not be necessary unless additional transmitters are purchased.

After the receiver box is installed and attached to the appropriate plugs;

1) Wave the transmitter past the Mag-Sync™ Logo on the receiver box until the red programming LED is lit. You must have a current Mag-Sync transmitter with internal magnet.
2) Push the up button on the transmitter three consecutive times with one second intervals.
3) The receiver and transmitter will be programmed to match at this time.

Repeat these steps for other transmitters, a maximum of five can be programmed at one time.